GENERAL ATTRIBUTES
Nominal Weight (all layers)..........................7.0 osy (235 gsm)
Construction.......................Woven facecloth quilted to non-woven batting
Colors.................................................Camouflage (green pattern) or Brass (yellow)
Made in America..........................Yes
Features..........................COOLDERM™ Technology
Fiber Content (facecloth)..........Lenzing FR®, Aramid and FR Nylon
Fiber Content (batting)..............Needle-punch FR non-woven
Quilt Thread..........................Aramid
Certification(s)..........................NFPA 1971

FLAME RESISTANCE
Thermal Protective Performance (NFPA 1971)
Advance™ PCA & Gore® CROSSTECH® Black..........................42 - 44
Agility® & Gore® CROSSTECH® Black..........................46 - 48
Pioneer™ & Gore® CROSSTECH® 3-Layer..........................46 - 48

Total Heat Loss (NFPA 1971)
Advance™ PCA & Gore® CROSSTECH® Black..........................220 - 240
Agility® & Gore® CROSSTECH® Black..........................220 - 240
Pioneer™ & Gore® CROSSTECH® 3-Layer..........................220 - 240

Vertical Flame: After Flame (NFPA 1971, warp x fill)
Initial: Char length.........................................< 0.5 x 0.5 in (< 13 x 13 mm)
After Wash (5X): Char length..............................< 0.5 x 0.5 in (< 13 x 13 mm)

Thermal Shrinkage (NFPA 1971, warp x fill)
Initial: Char length.........................................< 5.0 x 5.0 percent
After Wash (5X): Char length..............................< 5.0 x 5.0 percent

PHYSICAL TESTING
Trapezoidal Tear (NFPA 1971, warp x fill)
Before Wash.............................................25 x 25 lbf (111 x 111 N)
After Wash (5X): Char length..............................30 x 40 lbf (133 x 188 N)

COMPOSITES SUMMARY
Thermal Performance
• Advance™ PCA & Gore® CROSSTECH® Black
• Agility™ & Gore® CROSSTECH® Black
• Pioneer™ & Gore® CROSSTECH® 3-Layer
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Any listed data or claims represent typical values. Results from multiple tests unless otherwise stated. TenCate Protective Fabrics assumes no liability whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. Users of any substance must satisfy themselves by an independent investigation that the material can be used safely. TenCate Protective Fabrics describes only certain hazards but cannot guarantee these are the only hazards.

Content within is subject to change at the sole discretion of TenCate Protective Fabrics.

Any images, photography, swatch illustrations or color descriptions appear only as representative and are not intended for color shade matching or the exact size or shape of a weave or knit. Any fabric weights listed are nominal. If any of these matters are of a concern, please speak with your TenCate Protective Fabrics representative.